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Ivanti Velocity Browser
Web applications have a long and proven history.
You’ve invested in these systems, and want to be sure
you can leverage them, even as you explore a new,
expanding generation of mobile-device hardware—
including Android-based options—for your workforce.
The challenge is, you’ve been running WinCE or
Windows Mobile for a device generation or two. How
do you bring that mobile interface forward to fully
leverage the touchscreen experience offered on
today’s growing selection of Android mobile
computers? The Velocity browser from Ivanti is your
answer.

Bring Existing Web-based Systems to
Android
Your existing enterprise system is ready for your nextgeneration mobile devices. Whether SAP ITSmobile, Oracle,
or any other leading web-based host systems, you can deploy
Android without changes to your systems.

Device-tailored Clients

Keep Workers Focused on Tasks
Don’t let Web browsers cause security concerns. Keep
workers out of browser controls and focused on the task at
hand.

Our browser solutions are designed for the specialized
technologies embedded in many leading mobile computers,

Powerful Scripting

which means your web apps can take full advantage of your
preferred mobile devices.

Enhance your mobile app workflows by scripting repetitive
tasks. Your workers will speed through tasks more quickly,

Enhance Your Legacy Mobile Web Apps

completing more of them each day.

Velocity is your pathway to bring existing Ivanti Industrial

Voice-Enabled Web Apps

Browser applications to touchscreen devices and the Android
operating system. Are you running Naurtech CETerm? No
problem! Velocity takes those apps forward with ease.

Add the power of bi-directional voice to your web apps.
Speech-to-text and text-to-speech help keep workers’ hands
free and their eyes forward for a more speedy yet safer work
environment.
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Faster Web Apps

Run Multiple Browser Sessions

Workers don’t need to pause and wait for the browser to

Just like our Naurtech CETerm and Industrial Browser

display the next screen in a workflow. Fast-rendering web

products for Windows, launch additional web sessions in

apps accelerate task navigation, helping your workers ship

Velocity with a single tap. Workers multitask, and so can your

more product in less time.

mobile app!

Apps Optimized for Android
Your web-based enterprise systems were designed for
desktop browsers. Still, when you’re ready to migrate to
Android mobile computers, you want apps that look good on
these bright, high-res device screens. With Velocity, custom
HTML and CSS injections empower you to deliver apps
optimized for Android devices and their various screen sizes.
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